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OFFICIAL NOTICES
Sub:

Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration &
Protection) Rules, 2002.

1.

As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 136 of the
Geographical Indications Journal dated 22nd May, 2020 / Jyaistha 01, Saka 1942 has
been made available to the public from 22nd May, 2020.
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS
App.No.

Geographical Indications

Class

Goods

665

Bakhira Metal Product

21

Handicraft

666

Banda Shazar Patthar Craft

14

Handicraft

667

Nagina Wood Craft of Uttar Pradesh

20

Handicraft

668

Pratapgarh Aonla

31

Agricultural

669

Nagri Dubraj

30

Agricultural

670

Amroha Dholak

15

Handicraft

671

Mahoba Gaura Patthar

14

Handicraft

672

Hathras Hing

30

Food Stuff

673

Mainpuri Tarkashi

20

Handicraft

674

Sambhal Horn Craft

20

Handicraft

675

Kanyakumari Cloves

30

Agricultural

676

Bengal Muslin

24 & 25

Textiles

677

Patchwork of Rampur

24, 25 & 26

Textiles

678

Bareilly Terracott

21

Handicraft

680

Myndoli Banana

31

Agricultural

681

Morena Gajak

30

Food Stuff

682

Assamese Gamocha

24 & 25

Textiles

683

Osmanabadi Goat

31

Agricultural

684

Spiti Chharma (Seabuckthorn)

31

Agricultural

685

Alibag White Onion

31

Agricultural

686

Attappady Aattukombu Avara

31

Agricultural

687

Attappady Thuvara

31

Agricultural

688

Bhandara Chinnor Rice

31

Agricultural
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Dated 26th February, 2010

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules,
2002 provides as follows:
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.”
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal will be
Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of charge. Accordingly, sale
o f Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010.

Registrar of Geographical Indications
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 136 dated May 22, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 362
Application Date: 28-11-2011
Application is made by Consorzio di Tutela Vini d' Abruzzo, C/O L’Enoteca Regionale D’Abruzzo – Corso
Matteotti Palazzo Corvo, 66026 Ortona (Ch), Italy for Registration in Part A of the Register of
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo under Application No. 362 in respect of wines falling in Class –33 is hereby
advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Consorzio di Tutela Vini d' Abruzzo

B)

Address

:

Consorzio di Tutela Vini d' Abruzzo,
C/O L’Enoteca Regionale D’Abruzzo – Corso
Matteotti Palazzo Corvo, 66026 Ortona (Ch),
Italy.
Address of Service in India:
P.S. Davar & Company,
N-220, Greater Kailash-1,
New Delhi 110 048, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:

Class 33 - Wines.

:

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo is a wine produced in the Abruzzo region and in particular the
Provinces of Aquila, Chieti, Pescara and Teramo region of Italy. The wines have an intense ruby
red colour, with slight purplish hues, color which tends to garnet with ageing; the typical smell in
young wines is that of red fruits (cherry, blackberry) while in aged wines you can perceive hints of
jams and spices (pepper, tobacco, liquorice); the taste is dry, rightly tannic, velvety and
harmonious. The chemical-physical analysis carried out on a considerable number of samples
and for several years have confirmed that overall the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” is a wine with a
good alcohol content, good acidity, good content of polyphenols, with typical and distinctive
organoleptic profile that can hardly express itself in its complexity in other cultivation areas.
The consumption characteristics: of the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine are:
- colour: intense ruby red with slight purplish hues, tending to garnet with aging;
- aroma (nose): scents of red fruits, spices, intense, ethereal;
- flavor: full, dry, harmonious, rightly tannic;
- minimum total alcoholic strength by volume: 12.00% vol;
- minimum total acidity: 4.50 g/l;
- minimum non-reducing extract: 21,00 g/l.
The wine “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo”, which bears the mention "reserve" when it is released to the
consumption must have a minimum total alcoholic strength by volume of 12, 50% vol. and an
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extract not reducer minimum 22.00 g/l. The wine “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo”, possibly subjected to
the passage or conservation in wooden containers, may reveal slight hint of wood.
F)

Description:
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo alone represents over 80% of the total number of DOC wines produced
in Abruzzo and is one of the top three DOC wines produced in Italy. This wine is easy to identify:
an inviting intense ruby red colour, the unmistakable fragrance of red fruits, flowers and spices,
the dry, soft and moderately tannic flavour, make Montepulciano d’Abruzzo truly one of a kind.
Numerous historical documents show that the Montepulciano variety has been present in the
region since the middle of the 18th century and has found in this land its ideal environment.
Grown in the past in the Peligna Valley, in the province of L’Aquila and in the inland hills of the
province of Pescara, from the 1950s onwards the cultivation of Montepulciano has spread to the
entire coastal hilly area and today it is the main red grape variety in Abruzzo.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC is obtained only from vineyards located in hilly or highland terrain,
with an altitude of not more than 500 metres above sea level and exceptionally 600 metres for
those exposed to the south.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo is made almost exclusively from grapes of the vine of the same name,
with the possible small addition (max 15%) of other red grape varieties suited to the Abruzzo
terroir.
Montepulciano is a vigorous and medium late variety (ripening is almost always between 1-20
October), adaptable to various cultivation systems, resistant and generous; it produces wines with
very interesting organoleptic characteristics, very pleasing when drunk young (from six-eight
months up to eighteen months after harvesting, as is the case of many wines in the lessexpensive range), while it proves to be more complex and superior if aged at length in oak barrels.
Since the 2006 harvest of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, two sub-denominations have been
designated for the province of Pescara: “Terre dei Vestini” and “Casauria or Terre di Casauria“.
Since the 2010 harvest, instead, the sub-area “Teate” has been designated for the province of
Chieti, while the sub-areas “Terre dei Peligni” and “Alto Tirino” have been designated for the
province of L’Aquila.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 16
The DOC region for Montepulciano d'Abruzzo covers a vast expanse of land in the Abruzzo region
between the Apennines foothills down to the Adriatic coast. The region is one of Italy's most
mountainous with more than 65% of all Abruzzo being considered mountainous terrain, reaching
up to 2,750 metres (9,000 ft) above sea level.
Abruzzo is a region of Southern Italy with an area of 10,763 square km (4,156 sq mi) and a
population of 1.2 million. It is divided into four provinces: L'Aquila, Teramo, Pescara, and Chieti.
Its western border lies 80 km (50 mi) east of Rome. Abruzzo borders the region of Marche to the
north, Lazio to the west and south-west, Molise to the south-east, and the Adriatic Sea to the east.
Geographically, Abruzzo is divided into a mountainous area in the west, which includes the Gran
Sasso d'Italia, and a coastal area in the east with beaches on the Adriatic Sea.
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H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
The production of Montepulciano d’ Abruzzo in the Abruzzo region has an ancient tradition and its
longstanding reputation among consumers extends well beyond the confines of its area of origin.
The presence of vines and the production of good red wines in the defined production area dates
back to Polibius, a Greek historian who lived between 205 and 123 B.C., who narrated
Hannibal”s deeds after the victory of Canne (216 B.C.) praised the wines of this area as they had
healed the wounded and put men back into their force. Also the Latin poet Publio Ovidio Nasone,
born in Sulmona in 43 B.C., also recalls with his verses the native land: "Sulmona, the third part
of the Peligna countryside holds me, a land small, but healthy for spring water.
Fertile land
of the ear of Ceres, and even more than grapes, some fields also give the tree of Pallas, the
olive tree, ". Since then many other writers have praised the quality of the wines produced in
the Abruzzo territory, but the first historical news about the presence of the Montepulciano grape
variety in Abruzzo is contained in the work of Michele Torcia entitled "Saggio Itinerario Nazionale
pel Paese dei Peligni" made in 1792. After Torcia many historical texts and technical manuals
describe the characteristics of this grape variety: we remember Panfilo Serafini (Sulmona 18171864) who in the Historical Monograph of Sulmona, which appeared in 1854 in Naples on the
well known periodical Il Regno delle Due Sicilie written and illustrated, wrote: "The most common
are the montepulciano, whether early or late. ", Professor Andrea Vivenza with the Short
rules for making wine of 1867, Edoardo Ottavi and Arturo Marescalchi with the work
entitled Vade-Mecum of the wine and grape merchant in Italy, whose first edition was published in
1897. This vine, perfectly acclimatized in the interior areas, in particular in the Peligna Valley to
which it was initially limited, it spread in the late 1800s. towards the coastal strip and after the
Second World War it became the most widely cultivated red grape variety of the region. Today it
is the basis of the most important and appreciated Abruzzese wine, symbol of oenological of an
entire region, the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” DOC, recognized in 1968, whose over the years
has been the subject of a number of amendments aimed at qualifying the product, and territorial
identification through the identification of specific sub-areas.
From Ovid to Polybius, there were already many authoritative testimonies of the presence of a
wine tradition in Abruzzo in ancient times. Until the Renaissance period, that began in the 14th
century and lasted until the 17th century, Abruzzo viticulture experienced a phase of rapid
transformation, especially during the period of unification. But it is in the last 40-50 years that
Abruzzo viticulture has specialized and in a very rational way, gradually abandoning the most
difficult areas to redistribute itself in the better suited ones of the hilly coastal strip.

I)

Method of Production:
Montepulciano d’ Abruzzo is a wine defined and produced according to the rules and authorised
oenological practices and restrictions as laid down in Section IIa of Title II on the production rules
in the wine sector of Regulation (EC) 1234/2007 establishing a common organisation of
agricultural markets..
Furthermore, it is produced exclusively from grape varieties belonging to Vitis Vinifera and the
grapes from which it is produced come exclusively from the designated area. The common grape
vine, is a species of Vitis, native to the Mediterranean region, Central Europe. It is a liana growing
to 32 m (35 yd) in length, with flaky bark. The leaves are alternate, palmately lobed, 5–20 cm
(2.0–7.9 in) long and broad. The fruit is a berry, known as a grape; in the wild species it is 6 mm
(0.24 in) diameter and ripens dark purple to blackish with a pale wax bloom; in cultivated plants it
is usually much larger, up to 3 cm (1.2 in) long, and can be green, red, or purple (black).
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Natural Environment Conditions:
The environmental and cultivation conditions of the vineyards intended for “Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo” must be those natural in the area and suitable for giving the grapes, the must and the
derived wine the specific characteristics of quality. The vineyards must be located on land
considered suitable for the production of the subject designation of origin.
Plant density:
Without prejudice to existing vineyards, for new planting and row replanting the density could not
be less than 2.500 strains per hectare in specialised cultivation, except for planting and pergola
replanting, for which it must not be less than 1.600 vines per hectare.
Forms of breeding and planting spacing:
The forms of breeding permitted are those generally used in the area, i.e. pergola abruzzese and
single or double espalier, or in any case forms that do not change the characteristics of the grapes
and the wines. The planting spacing must be adapted to the forms of breeding.
Pruning systems:
Pruning must be adapted to the above breeding systems.
Yield per hectare and minimum natural alcohol content:
The maximum grape production per hectare of the vineyards in specialized cultivation and the
minimum gradation natural for the production of “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine are the following:
- Grape production: 14 tonnes/hectare.
- Minimum natural alcoholic strength by volume: 11.50% vol.
The grapes intended for the production of “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine entitled to the term
“reserve” must ensure a minimum natural alcoholic strength by volume of 12,00% vol.
Winemaking area:
The winemaking, storage and ageing operations must be carried out in the aforementioned areas
of the production. However, considering the traditional situations, it is allowed that such operations
may be carried out within the entire administrative territory of the municipalities including, even if
only partially, in the bounded area.
Grape/wine yield:
The maximum grape/wine yield of denomination of controlled origin is of 70%.
Release for consumption:
The “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo" wine cannot not be released for consumption before the 1st of
March of the following year of production of the grapes.
Ageing:
The “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine, which bears the term "reserve", must be subjected to a
period of ageing of not less than two years, including at least nine months in containers of wood,
within the production area as defined. The ageing period starts from 1 November of the year of
production of the grapes.
Consumption characteristics:
When released for consumption, the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine must meet the following
requirements:
- colour: intense ruby red with slight purplish hues, tending to garnet with aging;
- aroma (nose): scents of red fruits, spices, intense, ethereal;
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- flavor: full, dry, harmonious, rightly tannic;
- minimum total alcoholic strength by volume: 12.00% vol;
- minimum total acidity: 4.50 g/l;
- minimum non-reducing extract: 21,00 g/l.
The wine “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo”, which bears the mention "reserve" when it is released to the
consumption must have a minimum total alcoholic strength by volume of 12, 50% vol. and an
extract not reducer minimum 22.00 g/l. The wine “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo”, possibly subjected to
the passage or conservation in wooden containers, may reveal slight hint of wood.
Characters and position on the label:
Optional mentions excluding trademarks and company names may be included on the label only
in typefaces no larger or more obvious than those used for the denomination of the wine, without
prejudice to more restrictive general rules.
Vintage:
In the labelling of the wines referred to in Article 1, the indication of the vintage year of production
of the grapes shall be mandatory.
Capping and containers:
The use of both the screw cap and the flush mouth cap is permitted. For the wine “Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo”, which bears the mention "riserva", it is allowed only the use of the cork flattened
mouth.
For the packaging of “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine, may also be used containers alternatives to
glass made of a polyethylene and polyester multi-layer plastic goatskin enclosed in a cardboard
box or other rigid material not less than two litres.
J)

Uniqueness:
Natural factors:
The geographical area covers the entire hilly coastal and foothill area of the Abruzzo region which,
in the median part, widens inwards to include towards the north the Alto Tirino plateau, to the
north-west the Subequana Valley, to the south the Peligna Valley as well as to the southwest the
Roveto Valley.
The hilly formations affected by the cultivation of vines, consisting of pliopleistocenic deposits
which filled the periadriatic basin by a marine sedimentary cycle which took place between the
end of the Tertiary and the beginning of the Quaternary, develop on a band of about 20-25
kilometers wide and about 125 kilometers long, from the river Tronto to the river Trigno, which is
add some intermountain basins in the central part of the Abruzzo region. From the point of
granulometric view such formations can be considered quite variable: to clays with sand, towards
the upper part of the formation, the fine- and medium-grained siliceous sands overlap, more or
less clayey, yellowish in colour due to the alteration of iron oxides, to calcareous cement or
clayey, usually poor, often interspersed with levels of silt, gravel and clay. In the large majority of
the cases the resulting soil has a fair distribution of material from which it is form soils with a
sandy-clayey structure, generally loose, with variable thickness in relation to the slope and
exposure in the central-southern part of the area concerned, and tend to be more clayey in the
northern part. The inter-mountain basins are made up of ancient river- alluvial terraces, with low
slope debris deposits that make these soils particularly loose, with variable thickness in relation to
slope and exposure. The water retention is generally medium to low with little or no nutrients and
humus. The altitude of the land cultivated with vines is between 150 and 600 meters above sea
level, with gradients and variable exposures depending on the slopes. The following are excluded:
land located in the wetlands and land in the valley floors with poor exposure. Annual rainfall
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averages over 800 mm; the rainiest period is in between November and December (over 80
mm/month) while the month with the absolute minimum is July (around 30 mm).
The climate is temperate, with average annual temperatures between 12°C in April and 16°C. in
October, but in July and August it tends to hot-arid with average temperatures of 24-25°C.
The annual temperature range is considerable because it is linked on the one hand to the
presence of the currents cold from the Balkans, which during the winter make their influence felt,
and on the other hand to the presence of the Adriatic Sea and the high pressure areas that remain
on the basin of the Mediterranean during the summer.
Winkler’s thermal index, i.e. the average active temperature in the April-October period, is
between 1.800 and 2.200 degree-day, conditions that ensure optimal ripening of the
Montepulciano vine and any other complementary grape varieties.
Human factors
In addition to historical and pedo-climatic factors,
The incidence of human factors is fundamental because, through the definition and improvement
of some viticultural and oenological practices, which make integral and substantial part of the
production specifications, it is possible to obtain products from the outstanding characteristics and
typicality.
Ampelography of the vineyards: the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” wine must be obtained from the
grapes coming from vineyards that in the estate are composed of the Montepulciano grape variety
at least 85%. Grapes from other non-aromatic black berry varieties suitable for the cultivation
within the Abruzzo region, alone or in combination up to a maximum of 15%.
Forms of rearing, planting and pruning systems: the form of rearing generally used in the area is
the pergola abruzzese but for several years now there are more and more expanding the single or
double espalier forms. The planting sixes, as well as the systems of pruning, are adapted to the
forms of cultivation used in order to ensure good management of the vineyard and better
management of maximum grape yields which may not exceed 14 %. tons per hectare.
Practices related to the elaboration of wines: these are the traditional and well established
practices for wines quiet reds, properly differentiated according to the final destination of the
product i.e. for wines to be drunk young (within one to two years) or medium to long ageing. The
basic type can only be released for consumption from 1 March of the year following the harvest
while the reserve type requires a minimum ageing of two years, nine months of which in wooden
casks, usually followed by a long aging in bottle in order to allow the wine to be aged for a long
time to best express their characteristics.
The century-old presence and the particular balance that the Montepulciano grape variety has
found in the interested area, lead to consider this vine as an "indigenous variety" of Abruzzo,
whose peculiarities are are fully expressed in the DOC wine “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo”. The
denomination includes two types of red wine, the base and the reserve, which from an analytical
and organoleptic point of view express their own, specific characters, described in a brief and nonexhaustive way in art.6 of the present product specification.
In particular, the wines have an intense ruby red colour, with slight purplish hues, color which
tends to garnet with ageing; the typical smell in young wines is that of red fruits (cherry,
blackberry) while in aged wines you can perceive hints of jams and spices (pepper, tobacco,
liquorice); the taste is dry, rightly tannic, velvety and harmonious.
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The chemical-physical analysis carried out on a considerable number of samples and for several
years have confirmed that overall the “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo” is a wine with a good alcohol
content, good acidity, good content of polyphenols, with typical and distinctive organoleptic profile
that can hardly express itself in its complexity in other cultivation areas.
Reputation:
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo alone represents over 80% of the total number of DOC wines produced
in Abruzzo and is one of the top three DOC wines produced in Italy. This wine is easy to identify:
an inviting intense ruby red colour, the unmistakable fragrance of red fruits, flowers and spices,
the dry, soft and moderately tannic flavour, make Montepulciano d’Abruzzo truly one of a kind.
Numerous historical documents show that the Montepulciano variety has been present in the
region since the middle of the 18th century and has found in this land its ideal environment.
Grown in the past in the Peligna Valley, in the province of L’Aquila and in the inland hills of the
province of Pescara, from the 1950s onwards the cultivation of Montepulciano has spread to the
entire coastal hilly area and today it is the main red grape variety in Abruzzo.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC is obtained only from vineyards located in hilly or highland terrain,
with an altitude of not more than 500 metres above sea level and exceptionally 600 metres for
those exposed to the south.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo is made almost exclusively from grapes of the vine of the same name,
with the possible small addition (max 15%) of other red grape varieties suited to the Abruzzo
terroir.
Montepulciano is a vigorous and medium late variety (ripening is almost always between 1-20
October), adaptable to various cultivation systems, resistant and generous; it produces wines with
very interesting organoleptic characteristics, very pleasing when drunk young (from six-eight
months up to eighteen months after harvesting, as is the case of many wines in the lessexpensive range), while it proves to be more complex and superior if aged at length in oak barrels.
K)

Inspection Body:
Italy has designated the compenent autority responsible fo the control of Montepulciano
D’Abruzzo ensuring compliance with Regulation (EC) 1234/2007 establishing a common
organisation of agricultural markets.
The annual verification of compliance with the product specification, during production and during
or after conditioning of the wine is ensured by the designated competent authorities and / or
control bodies within the meaning of Article 2 of Regulation (EC) No. 882/2004 on official controls
performed to ensure the verification of compliance with feed and food law anmal health and
animal welfare rules.
Name
Address
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Agroqualità S.p.A. – Ufficio di Pescara
Centro direzionale l’Arca delle Professioni
Strada Statale 16 bis, località Villa Raspa
65010 Spoltore (PE)
Telephone: 085 4175588
Facsimile: 010 5351135
email: vini.abruzzo@agroqualita.it
website: www.agroqualita.it
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L)

Others:
The Consorzio di Tutela dei Vini d’Abruzzo (Consortium for the Protection of Wines of Abruzzo) is
a non-profit association, made up of all the entities forming part of the control system, which aims
to protect, enhance and take care of the interests relating to the controlled designations of origin
of the regional territory.
Activities which the Consortium carries out, day after day, with the utmost determination. That
same determination which its members – grape growers, winemakers and bottlers, always closely
focused on quality – put into their work: from the care of the vineyard to the scrupulousness in the
transformation of the grapes, diligence in aging to attention to customer requirements.
There is no region in Europe like Abruzzo where more than 30% of the territory is protected by
four parks (three national and one regional) and a dozen nature reserves and protected areas. It
is therefore no coincidence that the Consortium, which has been protecting one of the most
authentic resources of the territory for years, has chosen the eagle as its symbol: an animal with a
strong protective instinct, as tenacious as the people of Abruzzo.
The current statute, approved by the Ministry of Agricultural and Forestry Policies with decree
dated 4 June 2012, attributes diverse and different levels of duties to the Consortium.
Such as monitoring, protecting and safeguarding designations mainly carried out during the sales
phase:
at technical level to ensure the protected products are in compliance with production regulation
requirements;
at administrative level, to protect designations from plagiarism, unfair competition, usurpation and
other illegal practices.
The Consortium also has a guidance function and in particular may:
after consulting the representatives of the designation involved, define the implementation of
pertinent Government policies, organize and coordinate the activities of the categories involved in
the production and marketing of DOP (Protected Designation of Origin) or IGP (Protected
Geographic Indication) wines.
The Consortium may also make proposals relating to the regulation of DOP (DOCG – Controlled
and Guaranteed Designation of Origin -, DOC) and IGP wines and provide advisory services
relating to the product involved, as well as assistance as regards the application of the law on the
protection of designations of origin and the geographic indications of the wines.
In addition to the Italy and the European Union, the main markets for Montepulciano D’Abruzzo
wines are Germany, Unites States of America and Canada. The British markets along with other
North European markets including Sweden, Denmark and Norway are increasingly growing.
RECOGNITION UNDER NATIONAL / REGIONAL LAWS:
"Montepulciano D’Abruzzo is protected in Italy.
Approved with D.P.R. 24.05.1968
G.U. n. 178 – 15.07.1968
Modified with D.P.R. 14.07.1975
G.U. n. 301 – 14.11.1975
Modified with D.M. 23.10.1992
G.U. n. 254 – 28.10.1992
Modified with D.M. 1.04.1995
G.U. n. 94 – 22.04.1995
Modified with D.M. 24.09.2001
G.U. n. 240 – 15.10.2001
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Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
Modified with
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D.M. 6.09.2002
G.U. n. 218 – 17.09.2002
D.M. 15.05.2003
G.U. n. 121 – 27.05.2003
D.M. 29.03.2006
G.U. n. 84 – 10.04.2006
D.M. 30.10.2007
G.U. n. 266 – 15.11.2007
D.M. 2.02.2010
G.U. n. 41 – 19.02.2010
D.M. 5.10.2010
G.U. n. 240 – 13.10.2010
D.M. 30.11.2011
G.U. n. 295 – 20.12.2011
Published on the official Mipaaf website
D.M. 7.03.2014 Products DOP and IGP – Section DOP and IGP Wines
D.M. 22.12.2014
G.U. n. 9 - 13.01.2015
Published on the official Mipaaf website
Products DOP and IGP – Section DOP and IGP Wines
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 136 dated May 22, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 644
Application Date: 23-01-2019
Application is made by Rathwa Adivasi Samuday Trust at Mohansinh Chotubhai Rathwa Arts College,
Pavi Jetpur, District: Chhota Udepur, Gujarat, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Pithora
under Application No. 644 in respect of Paintings falling in Class – 16 is hereby advertised as accepted
under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Rathwa Adivasi Samuday Trust

B)

Address

:

Rathwa Adivasi Samuday Trust,
Mohansinh Chotubhai
Rathwa Arts College, Pavi Jetpur,
District: Chhota Udepur,
Gujarat, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:

PITHORA

Class 16 - Paintings.

:

Pithora is highly enriched Folk Art from Gujarat, which is traditional and ritualistic painting
practiced by the Rathva community of Chhota Udepur in Gujarat. Generally, Pithora is done on
the walls of the house and is also represented as painting on canvas. It is part of a ritual
performed by the community to complete vows to gain the boon of the chief god of the Rathvas,
Baba Pithora.
Pithora dev, ancestors, ghosts and other minor deities are generally made on the walls of tribal
houses on auspicious occasions followed by ritual performances and sometimes by a sacrifice
performed by bhuvas-the priests. These lakhara-painters traditionally trained and developed the
form and painting style after adequate practice.
Pithora is done with the belief that these Art are more of a ritual performed with unshakable
sincerity and faith by Tribes community either to thank god-Baba Pithora or for a wish or a boon to
be granted. Usually, from ancient times Pithora is done on the walls outside homes to appease
god for peace, prosperity and the eradication of obstacles from the lives of Tribes. Having a
Pithora in the homes is a matter of pride and prestige for a Rathwa Tribes Community. Pithora
Practiced by Rathwa Tribe, depicts different hues of Tribal Life.
Unique and beautiful style of Pithora originated around approximately 3000 years ago and since
then it has been Part of the Rathwa Tribal Community for centuries. The Traditional size of Pithora
Painting when done on wall is 11-9 feet, in total, and there are almost 165 types of motif which
can appear in a single Pithora Painting.
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F)

Description:
The motifs in the Pithora painting represent the mythology of the community along with exclusive
depiction of the most essential aspects of the daily life. The protagonists of the entire painting are
horses of the gods and goddesses and ancestors in vibrant colours. The painting is adorned with
motifs from nature, daily human activities, animals, farming, trade, important members of the
community, along with several new elements, which symbolically represent modernity. The chief
deities that appear in the Pithora painting are Baba Ganeh, Baba Ind, Baba Pithora, Pithori Rani,
Rani Kajal, Baar Matha no Dhani Raja Bhoj, Abho KunbiNakti Bhuten, Lakhari & Jokhari and
Purvaj na Panch Ghoda (Five horses of ancestors), Motifs Of Nature, Motifs related to animals,
Motifs related to human activities.
Generally, the Pithora is depicted on the walls of the house, and then as the years passed
gradually Pithora is also available in the form of Canvas painting and Textile painting.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 23
The Pithora is practiced by Rathwa Tribe of Chhota Udepur District, Gujarat. [Chhota Udepur,
Gujarat - lies between 72. 51 to 74.17 Eastern Longitude and 20.49 to 22.49 Northern Latitude on
the Map of World.]

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Pithora is highly enriched Folk Art, Culture of Tribes. Pithora is an art form mix of religion and the
myths associated with it. Hence, Pithora is associated with ancient Tradition. Having a Pithora in
the homes is a matter of pride and prestige for a Rathwa Tribes Community. Pithora has been
Part of the Rathwa Tribal Community for centuries. Unique and beautiful style of Pithora
originated around approximately 3000 years ago.
Pithora performed for the blessing of a supernatural power the generous Pithoradev rid the
troubled family of their woes. And the belief that these Art are more of a ritual performed with
unshakable sincerity and faith by Tribes community on the walls either to thank god or for a wish
or a boon to be granted. Pithora is done in the homes on the walls to appease god for peace,
prosperity and the eradication of obstacles from the lives of Tribes.
Conceptually, Pithora was started when the earth was suffering from severe drought and living
here became difficult. During this time a devotee undertook a vow to please Baba Pithora Chief
God of Rathwa Tribe (Lok Dev) and win a boon to be rid of trouble soon after it started to rain, and
the earth became all green and obstacles were erased. The devotee organized several rituals in
order to fulfil his vow, which concluded with Painting Pithora on the Walls of his home. From then
on vows and rituals are undertaken in Rathva Tribes homes to overcome difficulties. Rathwa
Tribes Family treats Pithora as a living entity in their home.

I)

Method of Production:
Raw Materials
• Cow dung – The walls to be painted are coated with a mixture of cow dung and mud. This is
the first step in the process called ‘Leepna’. This is done to temper the walls before painting
begins.
• Mud – A Mixture of wet mud is used along with cow dung to coat the walls as a base for the
painting.
• Plaster or white chalk powder – This is used a second coat in ‘Lipna’ and is done over the
cow dung and mud layer.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mineral colors – These are available in powdered form and prepared by mixing it with milk
and ‘Mahuda’, local liquor extracted from the ‘Mahua’ tree.
Poster Colors – Since the last quarter of the century poster colors are being used as they are
easily available and ae slowly replacing mineral colors. The main colors used are red,
vermillion, orange, yellow, indigo, ultramarine, green, silver and black.
Paper or fabric – As the craft has grown in popularity these are used as canvases for
commercial purposes.
Khakhra leaves – These are used to make paint mixing bowls.
Khakhra stems – The stems of the ‘khakhra’ plant are used to make brushes.
Mahua – This is local liquor made from the extracts of ‘Mahua’ tree.
Milk – It is mixed with ‘Mahua’ and pigments to create colors for painting.

Tools:
Brushes – These are made from the stems of ‘Khakhra’ Plant.
Bowls – These are made from the leaves of ‘Khakhra’ plant and are used for mixing paints.
Canvas – The chosen walls of the house are used as a canvas. Nowadays, Canvas paper and
fabric are also used.
Process:
Color Preparation: Mineral colors and natural pigments are used to create paints, though
nowadays poster paints are also used. These are mixed with milk and ‘Mahua’ which is local
liquor made from the extracts of ‘Mahua’ tree and kept in separate bowls made from ‘Khakhra’
leaves. Red, vermilion, orange, Yellow, Indigo, ultramarine, green, silver and black the major
colors used.
Wall Preparation: Before painting begins the “Badwo’ Selects the walls of the house on which the
‘Pithoras’ will be created. Purely for reasons of respectful hierarchy, the largest wall in the house
is chosen to create the man ‘Pithora’ and the adjacent walls serve as extended canvas. These
walls are cleaned and readied for painting.
Mud, cow dung and white chalk powder are brought in five new (unused) baskets covered with
new (unwashed) pieces of cloth.
The painting process involves a long ritual celebration a day before painting where the walls are
white – washed. As Tuesday is usually picked for this white wash ritual, the day has locally been
named ‘Pandudio’ or whitening day.
Before painting begins a base layer of cow dung and mud is coated on the walls followed by a
layer of white chalk powder or white plaster. The raw materials for this are brought in five new
(unused) baskets covered with new (unwashed) pieces of cloth.
This process called ‘Leepna’ follows strict religious protocols wherein only unmarried adolescent
girls of the house can participate. The process of ‘Leepna’ is done to temper the walls and create
a white canvas.
As the girls perform the ‘leepna’, the ‘Badwo’ lights ‘Diyas’ (earthen lamps) and prays to the God
for the wall’s purification. After the purification process is over and the wall has dried, with the
blessings of the ‘Badwa’ the ‘Lakharas’ (Pithora Painters) begin painting.
Painting Begins: the Lakharas begin painting the stories.
The Painting is supervised by the tribal priest while the artists go about it. The stories and symbols
are painted in, taking about a day to finish. Stencils are mainly used for the body of the horses
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and the figures. Most of the drawings and outlines are done by hand. After it is drawn they make
an outline with a bamboo twig, and fill it with color. At the end, they finish with silver color or some
bright dots or lines. Celebrations and ritual offering follow the completion of the painting. While
looking at the painting, we can find not only rituals but also narratives of myths and legends
associated with their culture – this is important to understand the intricacy and detailing.
The motifs used also speak about their history and everyday life in terms of the natural elements
with whom they are intimately attached.
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Baba Pithora is the primary god of the Rathva. He is the son of Rani Kali Koyal and Kandu
Raja. Rani Kajal brought him up. In his childhood, he hid himself in the wall and selected the
wall as his seat, which is why his painting is installed on the wall.
Baba Ganeh is the first motif, drawn customarily on the right side of the painting. He is
usually painted in blue and carries a ‘hukka’. Important festivals and occasions commence
with the worship of Baba Ganeh among the Rathva. Rathvas also worship Baba Ganeh as
Ganpati Dada.
Baba Ind is the lord of rain and protector of all animals. He is the brother of Rani Kajal, Rani
Kali Koyal and maternal uncle of Baba Pithora. In the Pithora painting, he is portrayed as
strong, young and brave with a parrot in his hand.
Pithori Rani is the wife of Baba Pithora and daughter of Abho Kunbi. In the Pithora painting,
she carries a fan in her hand. She is worshipped during times of erratic monsoons. In the
painting, she is portrayed as celestial and a devoted wife ready to aid her husband in all his
endeavors.
Rani Kajal is the sister of Baba Ind and foster mother of Baba Pithora. She rescued Pithora
as a child from the sea and looked after him. In the Pithora painting, she is painted on the left
side and has a very important status as a mother.
Baar Matha no Dhani ('The Enlightened One with 12 Heads') protects the Adivasi from all
12 directions. He possesses knowledge of the universe, and protects living organisms and
nature, and is a very brave deity. In Pithora painting, he is portrayed holding Nagdevta ('Lord
of Snakes') in his hands along with swords. Baar Matha no Dhani offered protection to Rani
Kali Koyal, when she was in labour.
Raja Bhoj and his elephant: Raja Bhoj was a great, rich and generous king who was very
benevolent to his subjects. He would organize a grand celebration of the Dussehra festival,
and would himself join the procession on his elephant.
Abho Kunbi and Mathari (the farming couple) are creators of the art of farming. They are
also credited with teaching this art to the human race. They taught them how to sow seeds,
prepare fields for sowing, till farms, harvesting, and all associated activities related to farming
and agriculture.
Nakti Bhuten is portrayed on a white horse, placed on the left of the Pithora painting. He is
protector of the household and is very different from other gods and goddesses. His
appearance is very fierce and he is a very powerful deity.
Lakhari and Jokhari (authors of future) according to the traditional beliefs, on the fifth or
sixth day after a child's birth, Lakhari and Jokhari visit their homes to write their future. It is
said whatever predictions are made on this occasion never fail to materialize. Lakhari and
Jokhari are portrayed in the painting.
Purvaj na Panch Ghoda (five horses of ancestors): In the Pithora painting, Purvaj na
Panch Ghoda are a symbolic representation of the ancestors of the community.
Motifs of Nature: The sky, gods, earth, human beings, vegetation, animals, birds and all
living creatures of the universe are comprehensively incorporated in the Pithora painting of
the Rathva community. They exhibit a prudent understanding of the universe through the
medium of their painting. The recurring motifs related to elements of nature are the sun,
moon, and trees that are considered holy by the Rathva Tribe.
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Motifs related to animals: The Adivasi have a vast tradition exemplifying their unique
closeness to nature, living in harmony with the animal kingdom. A wide range of animals is
portrayed in the Pithora painting of the Rathvas.
• Motifs related to human activities: Pithora painting shows several human characters and
scenes of daily activities: the Bhuva conducting ceremonies, the village tradesman, the
hunter, policeman, village postman, alcohol making, buttermilk churning, women drawing
water from wells or hand pumps, men and women dancing.
Thus, Pithora Practiced by Rathwa Tribe, depicts different hues of Tribal Life.
•

Modern Shift
There is been a significant shit from the ritual ‘form’ of ‘Pithora’ to the secular modern form of
‘Pithora’. While Pithoras were initially painted with the accompanying panghu, people had later
agreed that it would be best to reproduce them without the ceremony. This shift happened also
because of the easy availability of readymade materials from the market. So is the change in
material. Earlier they used cow dung painted mud wall for paining and other vegetable dyes. Now,
the Artisans are using Canvas paper or cloth and Fabric paints for painting. They use brush and
the colours from established brands.
J)

Uniqueness:
Pithora is unique due to its distinctive characteristics in respect to following factors:
•
•
•

Pithora has cultural value associated with it and is adopted as a ritual practice performed by
Rathva tribes and is performed either to thank chief God-Baba Pithora or for a wish or a boon
to be granted.
Painter (Skilled in Pithora) known as Lakhara has complete freedom to paint the Pithora
based on traditional culture of Pithora on his own aptitude.
In Contemporary Times, Pithora is available on Canvas in various sizes prepared using
synthetic Colours.

Features of Pithora:
A traditional Pithora consists of:
•
•

The Motifs- which represent the mythology of the community which depicts the essential
aspects of the daily life.
Motifs in the painting are chief deities like Baba Ganeh, Baba Ind, Baba Pithora, Pithori Rani,
Rani Kajal, Baar Matha no Dhani Raja Bhoj, Abho KunbiNakti Bhuten, Lakhari & Jokhari and
Purvaj na Panch Ghoda (Five horses of ancestors), Motifs Of Nature, Motifs related to
animals, Motifs related to human activities.
Thus, Pithora is one its kind painting traditionally done on the walls of the houses by Lakhara
where the mythological aspect of the Rathva community is depicted using the motifs which
are the chief deities of their community, makes Pithora different from the other paintings.

Materials used:
Traditionally, Pithora is done with:
•
•

Brushes made from bamboo-shoots or bawal tree twigs,
Cones to hold colour are made from :dry Khakhra Leaves are grind into powder from different
dried vegetables and mineral sources.
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•
•
•
•

The dry colour powder is mixed in cow’s or goat’s milk and then with distilled strain of
mahudo, the local brew made from the fruit of mahuda tree, especially for this Pithora.
This Liquor acts like a binder and hence the colours remain bright and new and lasts on the
walls for many years.
These days the ready made powder colour is used and silver tinsel in the colours imparts a
sparkle to the Painting and lets the painting remain for longer duration.
The most frequent colours used are Red, Green, Light Blue, Saffron, Parrot Green, Cobalt
Blue, Dark Orange, White, Black and Silver.
Hence, Pithora is done with commonly 5-7 colours in a unique method with the brushes of
bamboo or bawal twigs brushes; cones to hold colour are made from dry khakhra leaves and
dried vegetables ,mineral sources ;and unique local brew made by the Lakhara enables the
Pithora to remain bright and new on the walls for many years. This unique method and
materials of depicting the Pithora makes it different from other folk and tribal paintings.

K)

Inspection Body:
•

L)

An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI
Product consisting of the following Members:
1.
One Representative from Tribal Community
2.
One Representative from Tribal Trust
3.
Two Master Artisan or National / State / District Awardee.
4.
One Producer representative from Chhota Udepur, District.
5.
One Representative from State Government.

Others:
The Central & State governments have been keen to promote tribal art as part of its project of
diversity in unity. In this respect, Pithora is being re-evaluated as a form of art. It is today painted
on canvas and circulates as a moveable, transferable and exchangeable artifact in regional and
national festivals, within international art markets, museums and networks of indigenous people.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 136 dated May 22, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 656
Application Date: 07-08-2019
Application is made by Upendra Maharathi Shilp Anushandhan Sansthan at Patliputra Industrial Area,
Patliputra Colony, District: Patna – 800 013, Bihar India for Registration in Part A of the Register of
Manjusha Art under Application No. 656 in respect of Paintings falling in Class – 16 is hereby advertised
as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Upendra Maharathi Shilp Anushandhan
Sansthan

B)

Address

:

Upendra Maharathi Shilp Anushandhan
Sansthan
Patliputra Industrial Area, Patliputra Colony,
District: Patna – 800 013,
Bihar India

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:

MANJUSHA ART

Class 16 - Paintings
.

:

Manjusha Art is characterized as line drawings and mainly three colors Pink, Green and Yellow
are used in it. Borders are very important in Manjusha Art and are usually made in the form of
Belpatr, Lehariya, Triangle, Mokha and series of Snakes. In the Manjusha Art, characters are
displayed as X letter of English alphabets. Major Motifs of Manjusha Art are Snake, Champa
Flower, Sun, Moon, Elephant, Turtle, Fish, Maina Bird, Kamal Flower, Kalash Pot, Arrow Bow,
Shivling, Tree etc. Major Characters of Manjusha Art are Lord Shiva, Mansa Devi (Bishari),
Bihula, Bala, Hanuman, Chandu Saudagar. The motifs of Manjusha arts are inspired from
religious and cultural beliefs of Ang Region.
Also, Manjusha means box and therefore it comprises temple shaped boxes having eight pillars.
They are made of bamboo, jute and paper. They also contains paintings of Hindu gods and
goddesses and other characters on the outer walls of the box. These boxes are used to keep all
the material which is used in Bishahari puja, a festival dedicated to the Snake God that is
celebrated in Bhagalpur and nearby regions, India, however, nowadays, these paintings are being
brought down on cloth and handmade paper by using same techniques to reach wider audience
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F)

Description:
Manjusha art is a sequential representation of the story and is displayed in a series pictorially.
This is also called “Scroll Painting”. The art is prominently practiced by Malakar & Kumbhkar
castes in present day Bihar. Manjusha was originally a scroll painting drawn on the box during the
Bishahari puja, however, these paintings are being brought down on cloth and handmade paper
by using same techniques to reach wider audience
Manjusha Art is the folk art of Ang Region (Bhagalpur, Bihar). It is based on Folklore of “BihulaBishari”. Manjusha Art also known as Angika Painting, Snake Painting & Manjusha Kala. This art
have some major significance which makes it differ from other folk art. Manjusha Art characterized
as line drawing art, it contains only three colors as Pink, Green and Yellow. The motifs of
Manjusha arts are inspired from religious and cultural beliefs of Ang Region.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 29
Bhagalpur is a municipal corporation town situated in the planes of the Ganga river basin at the
height of 141 feet above sea level in Bihar, India. Bhagalpur is world renowned for its silk products
and it is known in India as the “Silk City”, famous for its Tussar Silk & Tussar Saree. Similarly the
city is known for Manjusha art work. The Artisans residing in around the cities of Bhagalpur are
involved in production of Manjusha art.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
India had always been known as the land that portrayed cultural and traditional vibrancy through
its conventional arts and crafts. Every region in India has its own style and pattern of art, which is
generally known as folk art. Perhaps the best-known genre of Indian folk paintings is the
Manjusha paintings from the Bhagalpur region of Bihar state. Traditionally Manjusha paintings
were done by hand which is tedious, time consuming and laborious process. But in due course of
time with easy availability of different styles of printing, these paintings can be brought down on
cloth and handmade paper by using the same techniques.
Manjusha art is the folk art of ‘Angpradesh’ and which has a sequential representation of the story
and is displayed in a series. Manjusha art is practiced in Bhagalpur, Bihar, and has been dated
back to the 7th century. The name Manjusha is also associated with an elaborate story, a
Goddess and also a festival celebrated in Bhagalpur. Manjusha art is also called as a scroll
painting. The Sanskrit word “Manjusa” means a box and Manjusas are temple shaped boxes,
made of bamboo, Jute-Straw and Paper. The devotees keep their ceremonial materials / goods,
used during worship of Goddess, inside these boxes. These boxes are however illustrated with
paintings that tell a tale and known as Manjusha Art.
The tale is that of Bihula who saved her husband from the deity’s wrath and a snake-bite and also
of Bishahari or Mansa, the snake goddess known for her anger when displeased but also her
fierce protectiveness when propitiated. Earlier the story called `Bihula-Bishahari Gatha’ had an
oral tradition of being sung though, nowadays not too many people sing it, but in Assam and
Bengal the tradition is still continued and the songs are sung with the story of Bihula.
In an attempt to save this art form from extinction, in the year 1984 the Bihar Government made
an initiative called “Jansampoorna Vibagh” in which they went to the villages of Bhagalpur and
showed them slideshows of Manjusa art and educated people about this traditional art form
encouraging them to revive this age old tradition. This initiative has led to other governmental and
non- governmental organizations to come up with unique plans to promote this art form by using
them as a mode of communication in various schemes.
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Manjusha Art is and ancient and historically significant art form, considered on a par with
Madhubani art. Manjusha Art or Manjusa Kala is often referred to as Snake Paintings by
foreigners as swirling snakes in the art depict the central character Bihula's tale of love and
sacrifice. A recent study on Manjusha Art provides an excellent example of how this art reflects
the history of ancient Anga Mahajanapada.
I)

Method of Production:
Manjusha paintings are done by hand which is tedious, time consuming and laborious process.
However, these paintings can be brought down on cloth and handmade paper by using same
techniques to reach wider audience.
Rituals - When they start a painting for religious purposes that is for praying, the artist makes a
pile of rice in the room, places a beetel leaf with a beetle nut on top of this pile and prays for
permission from the goddesses to start the painting. The moment the leaf shifts a bit or falls, they
consider this as a sign that they have got permission and can start their work. Even when doing
regular paintings, before starting the traditional artisans utter a mantra in the name of Goddess
Bishahari and start the painting.
Raw material:
i. Pencil,
ii. Eraser,
iii. Colour: Natural Kaccha Colour / Powdered Colours or Fabric colours / paints.
iv. Base: Handmade paper / Fabric: Cotton cloth or Silk cloth,
Colours -The main colours used are green, yellow and pink / red. Black and blue cannot be used
as they are not considered holy for religious purposes. Earlier the colours used were natural
colours. They used indigenous plant materials. They extracted the dyes from various parts of the
plants. After a while they started using “kaccha” colours which are powdered colours which are
normally used for holi. The colours are not fixed and thus are temporary and will fade overtime.
Nowadays, though they are using fabric paints. Once they started working on fabrics they started
using fabric paints and use the same paints even for the paintings they do on paper. If the painting
is meant for religious purposes then some of the traditional artisans still use the powdered
colours.
Brush – Earlier they used to use bamboo sticks which were sharpened as brushes, and then they
started using brushes made out of squirrel hair/camel hair which are easily available in the
market. But since they have started using fabric paints, if the brushes are not washed immediately
then they get ruined, so they have started using brushes made out of plastic. These brushes are
cheaper and last longer.
Stages of Production
Step 1- Choosing over a Surface;
Step 2 - Finalize the subject / Story / Theme;
Step 3 – Outline / Tracing
Step 4 – Colouring (Three colors i.e., Pink, Yellow, Green)
Process:
The outline is first drawn and then filled in. They do not use scales and other implements for
drawing as they feel the lines drawn by hand is what adds to the painting as opposed to drawing
them symmetrically by hand. Everything is drawn free hand. The little imperfections and the fact
that the lines are not straight, they feel is a part of folk art. Now when they paint on the fabrics, the
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more skilled artisans draw it directly on the material whereas the other artisans first sketch an
outline and then start the painting.
Manjusha’s are painted majorly with the use of three colours: Pink, Green and Yellow. Each
colour holds its significance. While pink denotes care, victory and relation, yellow is associated
with joy, confidence and optimism. Green depicts nature and health but is mainly used in making
borders which is a very important aspect in Manjusha paintings.
There are five kinds of borders in Manjusha art in the form of Belpatr, Lehariya, Tribhuj, Mokha
and Sarph Laddi (series of Snakes) and every painting must contain at least one.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Belapatr: It is the symbol of holy leaf of Belapatr. In Hindu tradition, thy worship Lord Shiva
with Belpatr leaf.
Lehariya: It is symbol of Waves of River. Waves depict the ups and downs in life and how we
overcome from difficulties. It signifies struggle and strength.
Tribhuj: The Triangle, a symbol of Lord Shiva in Hindu Religion. Point up triangle indicates the
spirituality and point down triangle indicate physical presence. Symbol of triangle is also
connected with concept of time past, time and future.
Mokha: Mokha illustrates the design and decoration used by ancient people of Ang region in
their houses.
Sarph Laddi (series of Snakes): Pattern of Snakes connected to each other, it is a sign of
unity.

One can always find discipline in these paintings. The paintings follow a certain set of rules and
the artists have to abide by them. There must be line drawings and the major motifs are a snake,
Champa flower, sun, moon, fish, tree etc. The characters are displayed by the letter X of the
English alphabet and discrepancies are not entertained.
All the characters in the story are differentiated by certain symbols. In the Bisaharis they can be
differentiated by what they hold in their hands.
•
•
•
•
•

Jaya Bishahari - Symbols : Bow & arrow
Padmavathi - Symbols : A lotus
Mynah Bisahari - Symbols : A mynah bird
Dhothila Bhavani - Symbols : A rising sun
Maya Bisahari / Manasa Bisahari - Symbols : Both hands have snakes or a Amrith Kalash

In Manjusa Art all the characters and any human form are depicted in the form of English letter ‘X’
with limbs drawn with linear and uniform bold lines. Other features include portraying Bishahari
along with Snakes. The main characters in the art form are projected Sans ear and with big eyes.
For decoration, wavy lines are used. The meticulousness and precision of these paintings are
what makes them unique.
J)

Uniqueness:
•
•
•
•

Manjusha Art is a Folk Art.
Manjusha Art is a Line drawing Art.
Three colors (pink, green and yellow) are used in Manjusha Art,
Pink, Green and Yellow. Each colour holds its significance. While pink denotes care, victory
and relation, yellow is associated with joy, confidence and optimism. Green depicts nature
and health but is mainly used in making borders which is a very important aspect in Manjusha
paintings.
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•
•
•
•

•

K)

There are five kinds of borders in Manjusha art in the form of Belpatr, Lehariya, Tribhuj,
Mokha and Sarph Laddi (series of Snakes) and every painting must contain at least one.
Major motifs of Manjusa art are Snake, Champa Flower, Sun, Moon, Elephant, Turtle, Fish,
Maina Bird, Kamal Flower, Kalash Pot, Arrow Bow, ShivLing, Tree, etc.
Major Characters of Manjusa art are Lord Shiva, Mansa Devi (Bishahari), Bihula, Bala,
Hanuman, Chandu Saudagar.
Characters, in Manjusha art, are displayed as X letter of English alphabets and discrepancies
are not entertained. The main characters in the art form are projected Sans ear and with big
eyes. All the characters in the story are differentiated by certain symbols.
The meticulousness and precision of these paintings are what makes them unique.

Inspection Body:
An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI Product
- Manjusha Art consisting of the following Members:
1.
One Representative from Department of Industries, Govt. of Bihar;
2.
One Representative from District Administration.
3.
One Representative from Upendra Maharathi Shilp Anushandhan Sansthan;
4.
One Representative One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner
(Handicraft), Govt. of India – Regional / Zonal / Local Office.
5.
Two (2) Master craftsman or National / State / District Awardees.
6.
One Representative from a Local NGO.

L)

Others:
Religious significance of Manjusa Art:
The festival of Bisahari’s is celebrated on the 17th and 18th August of every year. There are two
things that are made during this pooja. One is the “Amrith Kalash” and the other the “Manjusa”.
The amrith kalash is made by the Kumbhakar caste and the Manjusha by the Malakar caste. The
Amrith Kalash and Manjusha both are decorated with the art of Manjusa which depicts these
stories and are immersed in the lake at the end of the festival.
Promotion:
The Bihar government has been making a lot of efforts to revive this craft and many skill
upgradation trainings have taken place both in Bhagalpur as well as in the nearby villages. The
Government has made a good effort in trying to make people aware of this craft. The Government
has taken certain moves like it is mandatory that all the Zilla Parishad banks to have a Manjusha
art painting displayed in their banks, which automatically provides the artisans with some kind of
market.
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General Information
What is a Geographical Indication?
 It is an indication,
 It is used to identify agricultural, natural, or manufactured goods originating in the said area,
 It originates from a definite territory in India,
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical indication.
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India:
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, Darjeeling Tea,
Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc.
What are the bebefits of registration of Geographical Indications?
 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India,
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by others.
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal Protection.
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers.
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries.
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can apply.
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers.
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form.
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications along with prescribed fee.
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can be a
registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the Register of Geographical Indications as
registered proprietor for the Geographical Indication applied for.
Who is an authorized user?
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to a registered
Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed form alongwith prescribed fee.
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication?
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods
 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing.
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing.
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or dealing.
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory?
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal protection for action for
infringement.
What are the advantages of registering?
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for infringement.
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The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement actions.
The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication.

Who can use the registered Geographical Indication?
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in relation to goods in
respect of which it is registered.
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be renewed?
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years.
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each.
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable to be removed from the register.
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said to be infringed?
 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a geographical area
other than the true place of origin of such goods in a manner which misleads the public as to their
geographical origins.
 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including passing off in respect
of registered Geographical indication.
 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false representation to the public that
goods originate in a territory in respect of which a Geographical Indication relates.
Who can initiate an infringement action?
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication can initiate an
infringement action.
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc?
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the concerned goods. It
shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other
agreement. However, when an authorized user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title.
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed from the register?
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power to remove the
Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The aggrieved person can file an appeal
within three months from the date of communication of the order.
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark?
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good or services of one
enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a Geographical Indication is used to identify goods
having special Characteristics originating from a definite geographical territory.
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration and protection of Geographical Indications relating
to goods in India. This Act is administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks,
who is the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is located at
Chennai.
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ’A’ consists of particulars relating to
registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of particulars of the registered authorized users.
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication and an authorized user
which is illustrated below:

Filing an Application

Examination

Opportunity
for Hearing

Objection

Refused

Acceptance

Advertisement of
Application in GI Journal

Allowed or
refused

Opposition,
If any

Appeal to
IPAB

Application
allowed
Entry in GI Register

Particulars of Registered GI entered in
Part A of the Register
Particulars of Registered AU GI entered in
Part B of the Register

Registration Certificate
issued
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